The book report must be typed in size 14 font Times New Roman.
Follow the report format below.
I. Title
II.

Author

III. Identify question to be answered.
IV. In a well-developed paragraph, respond to one of the questions listed below:
A. Did the story inspire you? Repel you? Surprise you? Help you to better
understand your own feelings? Convince you that you are right about
something? Choose the one response that is true for you and explain
fully what caused this response to the novel.
B. Has the author of your novel been concerned mostly with presenting
exciting action, evoking a particular mood, or portraying a certain
character? Choose one that seems predominate in the story and tell in
some detail how the author does this.
C. What did you learn from the story about life and about human values?
What things seemed important enough to the characters to be the
basis of important decisions?
D. With whom in the story could identify? What did you like or admire
about this person? Would you like to be more like this person? Why?
NOTE: Book reports are to be uploaded to student's Dropbox in Sycamore
Instructions to be emailed.

The book report must be typed in size 14 font Times New Roman.
Follow the report format below.
I. Title
II.

Author

III. Identify question to be answered.
IV. In a well-developed paragraph, respond to one of the questions listed below:
E. Admiral McRaven outlined ten life lessons in his book Make Your Bed
using the following metaphors: bed, paddle, heart, cookie, circus,
obstacle, shark, dark moment, song, and bell. Which lesson spoke to
you, and how will you apply it in your 8th grade year?

F. In The Hero Code: Lessons Learned from Lives Well Lived,
Admiral McRaven gives tribute to several real everyday heroes. Of the
people mentioned in the book, who would you like to meet and why?
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